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ABSTRACT In IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks (WLANs), an important technique for medium

access control (MAC) is the distributed coordination function (DCF). Two access mechanisms are provided

by DCF, the default basic access mechanism and the optional request-to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS)

mechanism. The performance of IEEE 802.11 DCF networks has been predicted recently by NS-2 simulator

based on a unified analytical model presenting the delay, throughput and stability. NS-3 and OMNeT++

provide an essential platform to model IEEE 802.11 physical (PHY) and MAC layers, nevertheless the

accuracy of which is yet not investigated. In this article we present two studies, first is a comparative simu-

lation study of the unified IEEE 802.11 DCF analytical model, by considering distinct network conditions,

various topologies, different access modes and discrete system parameters in NS-3 andOMNeT++. A Linux

based testbed is setup to validate the mathematical model and the simulation results. The second is the

optimization study to adaptively tune the RTS threshold, so that the network operates in an access mode

which steers to the maximum network throughput performance. An explicit expression of RTS threshold,

verified by the simulations in NS-3 and OMNeT++, is obtained in contrast to previous studies based on

channel estimation and numerical calculations. Performance evaluation is done by comparing the simulation,

testbed and theoretical results. This study not only proves the credibility of the theoretical model of IEEE

802.11DCF, but also assures that the results obtained fromNS-3 andOMNeT++ are persuasive and provides

a foundation for RTS threshold analysis in IEEE 802.11WLANs for practical network design considerations.

INDEX TERMS IEEE 802.11, distributed coordination function (DCF), RTS threshold, NS-3, OMNeT++,

testbed, optimization, performance evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION

WLANs have become increasingly important in the past

decade due to their facile connectivity, low cost network

construction and simple technical implementation [2]. The

most important and basic access mechanism in the IEEE

802.11 medium access control (MAC) layer is the dis-

tributed coordination function (DCF) protocol, which is

equipped with two-way handshake, basic access mechanism

and the four-way handshake request-to-send/clear-to-send

(RTS/CTS) mechanism. Recently Dai has proposed a unified

analytical framework for IEEE 802.11 DCF networks [1]

which is different from the Bianchi’s model [3] as the former

employees a discrete-time Markov renewal process to study

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Kashif Saleem .

the behavior of each Head-of-Line (HOL) packet. NS-2 [4]

has been used to evaluate the analytical framework showing

the simplicity and accuracy of themodel of IEEE 802.11DCF

networks.

The RTS/CTS mechanism unlike the basic access mech-

anism in the DCF requires an exchange of RTS and CTS

short frames in prior to reserve the channel which degrades

the network performance for small data packets. Therefore

IEEE 802.11 standards demand a feasible parameter, namely

RTS threshold for nodes to activate RTS/CTS mechanism

for data packet lengths that will not deteriorate the network

performance in WLANs [5]. To switch between the appro-

priate access mode is crucial in terms of achieving high

throughput in WLANs. Number of studies have focused on

the optimal RTS threshold for IEEE 802.11WLANs [6]–[10].

A set of complex non-linear equations based on the classic
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Bianchi’s model [3] were used to calculate the RTS threshold

[7], [9]. The results show that the RTS threshold increase

when the number of nodes decrease or the data rate increase

[8], [9]. Various network assumptions and implicit nature of

solution make the relationship of RTS to key system parame-

ters uncertain, leading to tremendous difficulties in switch-

ing between basic and RTS/CTS mechanisms in practical

WLANs.

Students, developers and researchers study the behavior

of real time systems by performing simulations, in order

to get flexibility in terms of repeatability, scalability and

stability [11]–[14]. Fig. 1 shows the comparison between

the performance evaluation tools. NS-2, NS-3 [15] and

OMNeT++ [16] shows positive trends in reproducibility,

low cost environment and least complexity. These simula-

tors have a drawback of being least realistic in compari-

son to the testbed tool such as PlanetLab [17]. NS-3 and

OMNeT++, being the emerging simulators, are commonly

used these days. NS-3 helps in providing a real time simu-

lation environment, with a python scripting interface and a

modular type structure written in C++, which supports soft-

ware integration. OMNeT++ is also a modular, extensible

and component based C++ library with GUI support which

allows the kernel to be embedded easily in user applications.

Both the simulators have built in IEEE 802.11 modules fol-

lowing the MAC and DCF, rules and regulations. A very

few studies have considered the validation of NS-3 and

OMNeT++ PHY/MAC layer due to its complexity. The

studies that validate the PHY and MAC layer in NS-3 and

OMNeT++ are [18]–[26].

FIGURE 1. A comparison between performance evaluation tools.

In this article we present two studies, first is the com-

parative simulation study of the unified IEEE 802.11 DCF

analytical model presented by Dai and Sun [1], in NS-3 and

OMNeT++. The WiFi modules of both the simulators are

compared in detail and a Linux based testbed is setup to vali-

date the mathematical analysis and the results obtained from

the simulations. Distinct network conditions, various topolo-

gies, discrete system parameters and two access mechanisms

are utilized to validate the MAC/PHY layers of NS-3 and

OMNeT++ against Dai’s model [1]. In the second study we

address an open issue of how to attain an optimal throughput

performance in a network by automatically and accurately

switching between the basic access and RTS/CTS mecha-

nism. An explicit expression for optimal RTS threshold in

IEEE 802.11 WLANs is formulated. In continuation to Dai’s

model [1], a closed-form solution is used to relate RTS

threshold to key network parameters: 1) the data rate RD,

2) number of nodes n, 3) the initial backoff window size

W and 4) the basic rate RB. The results further show that

the network throughput performance achieved from optimal

RTS threshold is superior than the standard setting. This

work to the best of our knowledge is first of its kind that

can serve as the validation of NS-3 and OMNeT++ MAC

model for IEEE 802.11 DCF networks and is extendable to

practical implementation, as the APs can collect the optimal

RTS threshold with the help of a closed-form expression and

determine an appropriate access mode.

The core contributions of this study are summarized as

follows:

• We validate the PHY and MAC layers of NS-3 and

OMNeT++ by an unified analytical model [1], which

incorporates the fundamental features of IEEE 802.11a

DCF networks by considering discrete system param-

eters, different access modes, various topologies and

distinct network conditions.

• We formulate an explicit expression for optimal

RTS threshold and optimize it adaptively in NS-

3 and OMNeT++, which guarantees the best network

throughput performance and the ease to be adapted in

the practical network design for IEEE 802.11 WLANs.

• We analyze and compare the main features, credibil-

ity and performance of WiFi modules in NS-3 and

OMNeT++, while simulating the theoretical model

of IEEE 802.11 DCF and the optimal RTS threshold

expression obtained in this study.

• We design a Linux based testbed, which subsumes a

key system parameter such as the initial backoff window

size W for different number of wireless nodes n to vali-

date the unified analytical model [1] and the simulation

results.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.

Section II explores the related work. Problem formulation

based on the previous research is dealt within Section III.

Section IV presents the significant results of the unified ana-

lytical framework. Section V exposes the analysis and formu-

lation of the optimal RTS threshold. Section VI recapitulates

the WiFi modules in NS-3 and OMNeT++. Section VII

discusses the experimental setup for simulation and testbed.

Section VIII describes how the simulators are tuned to get

the simulation results and the analogy between simulation

results, testbed results and theoretical results is discussed.

Finally the paper is concluded in section IX. Table 1 and 2

show the list of abbreviations and symbols, respectively, used

in this study.
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TABLE 1. List of abbreviations.

II. RELATED WORK

A. VALIDATION OF PHY AND MAC LAYERS IN NS-3 AND

OMNeT++

Modeling and simulation of IEEE 802.11 ‘‘g’’ standard is

performed in OMNeT++ simulator [27]. The performance

evaluation is performed using round trip times between two

ping messages neglecting major performance metrics such

TABLE 2. List of symbols.

as throughput versus the number of nodes, packet payloads,

cutoff phase and initial backoff window sizes. The IEEE

802.11 ‘‘b’’ standard is validated in NS-3 against the results

obtained from a CMU wireless network emulator [28]. The

authors focus on the PHY layer while ignoring the aspects

of the MAC layer. The validation of IEEE 802.11 MAC

model is performed in NS-3 using a testbed [29]. The authors

consider different scenarios for the validation approach, such

as communication with single pair of nodes, communication

in the presence of hidden nodes and communication using

either saturated traffic or VoIP flows, neglecting various net-

work topologies and different access modes. The reliability of

OMNeT++ in WLANs is validated through a testbed [30],

where the throughput, end-to-end delay and the packet loss

ratio are taken as performance metrics. DoS attacks are the

main area of concern for the authors neglecting the tuning of

system parameters and different network conditions such as

saturated and unsaturated networks. The validation of MAC

layer in NS-3 against a bi-dimensional Markov chain model

for saturated throughput under ideal conditions is reported

in [31]. The throughput is only measured against the number

of nodes neglecting the factors such as packet payloads,

initial backoff window sizes and cutoff phase. A software

defined testbed is designed to see the performance of WiFi

DCF networks [32], [33]. The authors consider measuring

the throughput against the number of nodes for different

contention window sizes. The study however does not include

tuning other network parameters such as traffic arrival rate,
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cutoff phase and transmission rates to evaluate the throughput

performance. IEEE 802.11p and short range cellular-vehicle-

to-anything (C-V2X) technologies are used study and support

the idea of short-range wireless communications [34], [35].

The performance and the contributions of the MAC and PHY

layers are isolated and discussed. The study provides limited

information in terms of simulatorWiFi modules, which are in

charge of carrying PHY andMACoperations. The key system

parameters that effect the network throughput performance

and different network conditions such as saturated and unsat-

urated networks are ignored.

B. RTS THRESHOLD IN IEEE 802.11 WLANs

The impact of RTS threshold on throughput is studied in

multi-rate networks [36]. The simulations are performed for

various rates in IEEE 802.11 ‘‘b’’ standard. Themain findings

of the paper are the analysis of when to increase or decrease

the RTS threshold for a specific data rate or number of nodes.

No optimal tuning of RTS threshold was performed. Tunning

of RTS threshold is performed based on packet distribu-

tion [37]. Transmission range and the interference ranges are

assumed equal to expose the hidden node problem. Cumula-

tive distributive function (CDF) is used to predict the value

of RTS threshold. Simulations are performed with uniform

packet generator with stationary mobile nodes. The scheme

only relies on the network size considering the number of

nodes while ignoring other network parameters such as data

rates, basic rates, packet payloads and initial backoff window

sizes. Performance of DCFMAC is presented by varying RTS

threshold values [38]. QoS parameters such as end-to-end

delay, media access delay, retransmission attempts and net-

work load are evaluated at fixed RTS threshold values, such

as 128, 256, 512 and 1024 bytes. Automatic tunning of RTS

threshold is not performed. Optimal throughput performance

is analyzed for multi-hop networks using RTS/CTS [39].

One-way flow in string multi-hop networks is considered

for the performance evaluation. The analysis focuses on the

transmission failure probability considering the network allo-

cation vector (NAV). The study neglects the adaptive network

switching between the basic access and the RTS/CTS modes.

An algorithm is designed to handle the RTS threshold

based on packet delivery ratio [40]. The packet delivery

ratio is considered as the threshold to decide which access

mode needs to be chosen by the network. The algorithm

design, to calculate the RTS threshold values, is based on

the classic Bianchi’s model [3]. The traffic is kept as static

and performance evaluation is done against only the num-

ber of nodes which do not prove the effectiveness of the

scheme, furthermore complex non-linear analysis is made

to determine the RTS threshold values. The study regarding

the importance of RTS threshold and the guideline to adjust

the RTS threshold parameter automatically, is made in [41].

The correlation of the number of nodes to RTS threshold is

only considered while the other factors such as packet arrival

rate and packet lengths are ignored. RTS/CTS mechanism

is considered superior to basic access in terms of network

throughput and authors suggested to use the RTS/CTS mech-

anism rather than the basic access for all packet sizes. Ignor-

ing the basic access is not an appropriate approach and against

the IEEE 802.11 standard [5]. Our proposed approach tunes

the RTS threshold automatically and efficiently to switch

between either RTS/CTS mechanism or basic access in order

to get the maximum network throughput performance. The

IEEE 802.11 binary exponential backoff (BEB) algorithm

is modified by a history-based adaptive backoff (HBAB)

to enhance the QoS performance [42]. HBAB relies on the

adaptive delta modulation scheme used in communication.

The performance metrics considered are the average packet

delay and packet delivery fraction. The only system param-

eter considered is the contention window. The results taken

are in the standard setting ignoring the optimal tuning of the

RTS threshold parameter. The research gaps related to RTS

threshold in previous studies and the proposed solution are

summarized in Table 3.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, the research gaps related to DCF simulation

and RTS threshold analysis, that arose in previous research

studies as discussed in section I and II are summarized. The

hierarchy of the problems addressed in this study can be

visualized in Fig. 2.

A. SIMULATORS PHY/MAC LAYER VALIDATION

The studies focusing on NS-3 and OMNeT++ PHY/MAC

layer validation are few due to the complexity involved

in tuning the system parameters for PHY and MAC lay-

ers. A detailed literature survey has revealed that for the

PHY/MAC layer validation, the previous research only con-

sidered a single simulator or a testbed and did not include

all the key system parameters, different network conditions,

distinct network topologies and various access modes. How-

ever by looking at Fig. 2a, this study, for validating the PHY

and MAC layers in NS-3 and OMNeT++, takes into account

a mathematical model, two simulators and a testbed includ-

ing all key system parameters, different network conditions,

topologies and access modes.

B. RTS THRESHOLD

The RTS threshold allows the network to achieve optimal

performance by switching to an appropriate access mode.

It can be seen from Fig. 2b that even for small packet lengths,

RTS/CTS can replace basic access when collisions are higher.

This is due to the less collision duration in RTS/CTS mech-

anism. The detailed comparison between basic access and

RTS/CTS mechanism is presented in section V-A. Research

involving RTS threshold, however presented complex meth-

ods to tune RTS threshold, which were not practically fea-

sible. Previous studies ignored the adaptive tuning of RTS

threshold in emerging simulators like NS-3 and OMNeT++

and related RTS threshold to limited network parameters.

This made it difficult to analyze, optimize, understand and

design a practicable RTS threshold. This study provides a
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TABLE 3. RTS threshold study comparison table.

vivid expression for RTS threshold and relates it to the key

network parameters such number of nodes n, initial back-

off window size W , data rate RD and basic rate RB. The

RTS threshold is then optimized adaptively in NS-3 and

OMNeT++ and is practically feasible to be implemented in

IEEE 802.11 WLANs.

C. SIMULATORS WiFi MODULES

The major contribution in the validation of the PHY and

MAC layers of any simulator is of the credibility of its WiFi

module. Unfortunately the detailed analysis and performance

comparison of WiFi modules in NS-3 and OMNeT++ has

been ignored in the previous studies. This study provides a

detailed analysis and comparison of theWiFi modules in both

the simulators. The basic submodules constituting the WiFi

modules in NS-3 and OMNeT++ are shown in Fig. 2c.

D. TESTBED DESIGN

Past research has shown that an immense complexity is

involved in designing a testbed for DCF validation. The

complexity incurred extra cost while increasing the number of

wireless nodes and researchers found it hard to configure and

tune the DCF parameters each time, to achieve different

performance attributes. The testbed designed in this study

is software defined which makes the configuration relatively

easy. Portable and low cost, USBWiFi cards serve as wireless

nodes as seen in Fig.2d, which can be easily increased in

number without incurring extra costs and complexity to the

testbed design.

IV. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS AND MODELING

The unified analytical framework for IEEE 802.11 DCF

networks [1] is presented in this section along with the sum-

mary of the interpretation of throughput D̂ for both satu-

rated and unsaturated networks. The objective is to compare

the accuracy of NS-3 and OMNeT++ MAC layers to the

analytical results obtained by IEEE 802.11 DCF theoretical

model, which has been validated by a well known simulator,

NS-2 in [1].
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FIGURE 2. Hierarchy of the problems in DCF simulation and RTS threshold optimization addressed in this study. (a) PHY/MAC layer validation. (b) RTS
threshold analysis. (c) Simulators WiFi modules. (d) Testbed design.

FIGURE 3. State transition of each HOL packet in an IEEE 802.11 DCF network by an embedded Markov Chain {Xj } [1].

A. UNIFIED ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR IEEE

802.11 DCF NETWORKS

To model the behavior of each HOL packet as discrete-time

Markov renewal process, a unified analytical framework for

IEEE 802.11 DCF networks is established. An embedded

Markov chain Xj is shown in Fig. 3, where the jth transition

state, state of successful transmission T , state of collision Fi,

and state of waiting for request Ri of a HOL packet are

presented.

In the IEEE 802.11DCF networkswe consider n number of

nodes with an infinite buffer space transmitting in a noise less

channel and each head-of-line (HOL) packet can be retrans-

mitted infinite number of times. The backoff parameters such

as cutoff phase K and initial backoff windows size W are

considered identical for each node. Each node is assumed to

have a traffic arrival rate of λ. The percentage of time when

successful transmissions are made in an unsaturated network

in [1], is given by the normalized throughput λ̂out as

λ̂out = nλ. (1)

When a network gets saturated, every node still has the

capacity to transmit a packet so λ̂out can be derived as

λ̂out =
−τT pA ln pA

1 + τF − τFpA − (τT − τF )pA ln pA
. (2)

Holding times representing the successful transmission

and collision states (measured in units of time slots) of HOL
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packets are denoted by τT and τF respectively, where pA is

the non-zero root of the fixed-point equation presenting the

steady-state probability that the HOL packets are transmitted

successfully in an idle channel p:

p = exp







−
2n

W ·

(

p
2p−1

+

(

1−
p

2p−1

)

(2(1−p))K
)







, (3)

where W is the initial backoff window size, K is the cutoff

phase (K = log2(
CWmax
CWmin

)), and n is the number of nodes.

λ̂out does not reflect any information regarding the data

transmitted in terms of bits per seconds, rather it helps to eval-

uate how efficient the time is consumed for successful trans-

missions. Therefore, the paper only focuses on the throughput

which is defined as the actual data that is transmitted success-

fully per second. The throughput D̂ in an unsaturated network

can be written as

D̂=λ̂out ·

8PL
RDσ

τT
·RD =

8PL·nλ

στT
, (4)

from Eq. 1, where PL is the packet payload length mea-

sured in the units of bytes.

In a saturated network, the throughput D̂ is determined

from the time consumed by packet payload transmission for

each successful transmission, the normalized throughput λ̂out
and the rate at which the transmission ismadeRD. Using Eq. 2

D̂ is given as

D̂ = λ̂out ·

8PL
RDσ

τT
·RD

=
−8PL · pA ln pA

σ (1+τF−τFpA−(τT−τF )pA ln pA)
, (5)

where σ represents the length for time slots and is measured

in units of µs.

B. BIANCHI’s MODEL VERSUS DAI’s MODEL

Bianchi proposed the most widely used model for IEEE

802.11 DCF networks [3]. A two dimensional Markov chain

was proposed to support the backoff process of each saturated

node. The main differences between classic Bianchi’s model

and unified Dai’s model are:

1) Bianchi’s model presents results for a saturated net-

work as opposed to Dai’s model where both the satu-

rated and unsaturated networks are taken into account.

2) Bianchi’s model only focuses on throughput whereas

Dai’s model presents a study for stability, throughput

and delay performance. In a saturated throughput sce-

nario the results of both the models are rational.

3) Dai’s model is not only limited to homogeneous IEEE

802.11 DCF networks but it is extended to various

heterogeneous IEEE 802.11 DCF networks [43]–[46].

4) The studies influenced by Bianchi’s model present

complex numerical calculations which are not easy to

optimize. Dai’s model being explicit in nature on the

other hand presents explicit expressions for network

throughput and optimal backoff parameters, which are

used in numerous follow up studies for both homoge-

neous and heterogeneous IEEE 802.11 DCF networks

[1], [43], [45]–[47].

As the Bianchi’s model is limited to the evaluation of

throughput in a saturated network hence we use Dai’s model

to validate the WiFi modules of NS-3 and OMNeT++.

In the past the accuracy of Dai’s model has been verified by

the NS-2 simulator, so we further enhance its reliability by

performing a comparative simulation study using NS-3 and

OMNeT++ WiFi modules.

V. OPTIMAL RTS THRESHOLD ANALYSIS

In this section, the optimal tuning of RTS threshold in IEEE

802.11 DCF networks is presented by applying the results

from section IV. A brief review of the DCF protocol, con-

sidering the basic access and RTS/CTS mechanism is pro-

vided, which helped in characterizing the RTS threshold,

and the inference on practical network design for IEEE

802.11 WLANs.

A. BASIC ACCESS VS RTS/CTS MECHANISM

To access the channel, the DCF protocol works in two access

modes one is the default basic access and other is the optional

RTS/CTS mechanism. IEEE 802.11 standard [5] provide the

detailed specifications for DCF protocol.We present the basic

working principle for the DCF.

Basic access is shown in Fig. 4, where, if the channel

remains idle for a duration of Distributed Interframe Space

(DIFS), the node will transmit a packet and wait for the

acknowledgment (ACK) frame after waiting again for an idle

time of Short Interframe Space (SIFS). If the ACK frame in

not received in the ACK time-out period, the node will again

retransmit the packet after enabling the backoff mechanism.

It is important to find the holding times for the collision states

and successful transmission for basic access and RTS/CTS

mechanism, because in the parameter settings of NS-3 and

OMNeT++, the node after encountering a collision needs to

wait ACK time-out and CTS time-out period. Therefore in the

basic access, the holding times for successful transmission

and collision states can be written as

τ baT =
( 8PL
RD

+ 8MH
RD

+2PH+ 8ACK
RB

+SIFS+DIFS)

σ
(6)

and

τ baF =

8PL
RD

+ 8MH
RD

+PH+ACKTimeout + DIFS

σ
(7)

respectively. SIFS, DIFS and PHY header (PH) are in the

units of µs, RD and RB are the data rate and basic rate respec-

tively and measured in units of Mbps, MAC header (MH) and

ACK frames are in the units of bytes.

The RTS/CTS mechanism is shown in the Fig. 4b, where

the node sends the RTS frame after waiting for a duration

of DIFS and receives a CTS frame after waiting a duration

of SIFS. Packet transmission is initiated by the node after
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FIGURE 4. Holding time representation in collision states and successful transmissions in IEEE 802.11 DCF networks (a) basic access (b) RTS/CTS
mechanism.

waiting another duration of SIFS. If the CTS frame is not

received in the CTS time-out period the node will enable

the backoff process and reserve the channel again. In the

RTS/CTSmode the holding times for successful transmission

and collision states are derived as below

τ rtsT =

8PL
RD

+ 8MH
RD

+4PH+
8(RTS+CTS+ACK )

RB
+3SIFS+DIFS

σ
(8)

and

τ rtsF =

8RTS
RB

+PH+CTSTimeout+DIFS

σ
(9)

respectively, where RTS and CTS are measured in the units

of bytes.

By comparing Eq. 6 and 7 to Eq. 8 and 9, it can be

observed that the basic access has a shorter holding time in the

successful transmission state than the RTS/CTS mechanism,

i.e., τ rtsT > τ baT , due to shorter overhead in the frame exchange

process of the basic access. On the other hand the RTS/CTS

mechanism enjoys less duration collisions because the RTS

frame is usually shorter than the data packet, i.e., τ rtsF < τ baF .

Therefore the basic access is expected to achieve less network

throughput as compared to RTS/CTS mechanism, when the

packet payload length PL is larger.

B. OPTIMAL RTS THRESHOLD FORMULATION

In the RTS threshold analysis the RT ∗ is defined as the opti-

mal RTS threshold and is measured in the units of bytes. RT ∗

corresponds to a decision where the RTS/CTS mechanism

can replace the basic access when the packet length is larger

than the RT ∗, i.e., D̂rts > D̂ba if PL > RT ∗. By integrating

Eq. 5-9, the optimal RTS threshold for the IEEE 802.11 DCF

networks can be acquired as

RT ∗
=

RTS
RB

(1 − pA) − (CTS
RB

+SIFS
4

+PH
4
)pA ln pA

1 − pA + pA ln pA
·RD−MH,

(10)

where pA denotes the steady state point as given in Eq. 3,

and is a function of initial backoff window size W , cutoff

phase K and the number of nodes n as seen in Eq. 3. Typical

values of the overhead are stated by IEEE 802.11 standard [5]

and summarized in table 5. By using these values, the RTS

threshold can be rewritten as

RT ∗
=

20
RB

(1−pA) − ( 14
RB

+9)pA ln pA

1 − pA + pA ln pA
·RD−36. (11)

After substituting the system parameters values, we

observe from Eq. 11 that the RTS threshold RT ∗ relies on

the cutoff phase K , initial backoff window size W , the basic

rate RB, the transmission rate RD and the number of nodes n.

By looking at the Fig. 5 we see how the RT ∗ changes

with the system parameters. Figs. 5a and 5b show that the

RT ∗ decreases as the number of nodes n increase and the

initial backoff window size W decrease. As the collision

time in basic access is higher than the RTS/CTS mechanism,

i.e., τ rtsF < τ baF , so for small packet lengths, when more

collisions occur in the network, the RTS/CTSmechanism can

outmatch the basic access. This happens when more wireless

nodes connect to the network, or these nodes embrace small

initial backoff window sizes. Figs. 5c and 5d illustrate that

RT ∗ decreases with a small transmission rate or when the

basic rate rises, i.e., when the RTS frame overhead time
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FIGURE 5. RTS Threshold RT ∗. (a) RT ∗ against the number of node n. K = 6. RD = 54 Mbps. RB = 6 Mbps. (b) RT ∗ against the initial backoff window
size W . K = 6. RD = 54 Mbps. RB = 6 Mbps. (c) RT ∗ against the transmission rate RD. n = 20. W = 16. K = 6. (d) RT ∗ against the basic rate RB. n = 20.
W = 16. K = 6.

in RTS/CTS mechanism is less as compared to the packet

transmission time in the basic access.

An explicit expression for RTS threshold RT ∗ is obtained

in order to maximize the network throughput performance.

The analysis show that the RT ∗ increase with an increase

in transmission rate RD and rise in initial backoff window

size W , but steadily decrease when the basic rate RB or the

number of nodes n increase.

C. INFERENCE ON NETWORK DESIGN

The analysis regarding the RT ∗ in this article, helps in the

selection of appropriate access mode along with the practical

network design for IEEE 802.11 DCF networks. The default

value of RT ∗ is fixed at 2347 bytes in the current IEEE

802.11 WLANs [5], which makes it difficult for the network

to switch between the most appropriate access mode and has

to bear rate loss. The RT ∗ needs to be tuned adaptively in

reference to the number of nodes in order to guarantee that the

network always switches to the access mode that achieves

the highest throughput according to the Eq. 10. By analyzing

theMACheader, theAP can extract information regarding the

number of nodes which leads to the calculation of the RT ∗ as

given in Eq. 10.

TABLE 4. Typical Basic Rate RB and Data Rate RD Values showing the
Optimal RTS Threshold RT ∗ (bytes) for IEEE 802.11 DCF Networks. K = 6.
W = 16. n = 50.

The basic rates and the transmission rates are depicted

in Table 4 for the optimal RTS threshold RT ∗ for the current

standard settings of backoff parameters, i.e., K = 6 and
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FIGURE 6. Layered representation of WiFi Modules (a) WiFiNetDevice architecture in NS-3. (b) Ieee80211 network interface card in OMNeT++.

W = 16. It is observed that the RT ∗ values are usually less

than the standard setting value which is fixed at 2347 bytes.

It is understood that for a broader range of packet lengths the

RTS/CTS mechanism can lead to higher network throughput

than the basic access.

VI. NS-3 AND OMNeT++ WiFi MODULES

This section introduces the WiFi modules in NS-3 and

OMNeT++.

A. NS-3 WiFi MODULE

TheWiFiNetDevice is used as aWiFi module in NS-3 [48] as

depicted in Fig. 6a. The module models a network interface

controller based on IEEE 802.11 standards and has four layers

of submodules, where the top layer is the connection layer

which acts as an interface to the management layer. When a

transmission is initiated by an application theWiFiNetDevice

acts as an interface and sends the packet to the MAC high

module in management layer which handles many MAC

functions such as beacon, association, probing and associ-

ation state machines. The MAC high module is similar to

Ieee80211MgmtSta module in OMNeT++ with some extra

features added such as a set of rate control algorithms which

are called by the MAC low layer. There are a number of

rate control algorithms available in NS-3. Real algorithms

from real devices have helped creating these rate control

algorithms. Some of the algorithms are ConstantRateWifi-

Manager, ArfWifiManager, OnoeWifiManager and Minstrel-

WifiManager [48]. MAC high module is classified into four

types such as

1) ns3:RegularWiFiMac: which uses QoS supported con-

figuration and act as a common parent for the three

below mentioned MAC models.

2) ns3:ApWiFiMac: used for an infrastructure mode with

AP.

3) ns3:StaWifiMac: used for active probing and associa-

tion states.

4) ns3:AdhocWiFiMac: used for ad-hoc mode.

The MAC layer has the MAC Low module which perform

three duties 1) ns3:MacLow: which take care of transactions

involving RTS/CTS and DATA/ACK. 2) ns3:DcfManager

and ns3:DcfState: which manages the DCF functions.
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3) ns3:DcaTxop and ns3:EdcaTxopN: which is used for

handling packet queues, packet fragmentation, packet

transmission/re-transmission. The PHY layer has the WiFi-

Phy module which is used for the modeling of transmission

and reception of frames, it is also responsible for tracking the

energy consumption. The packet reception is related to three

components which are,
1) Every received packet is checked to have a probability

of success or failure. The probability depends on the

state of the physical layer (while transmission or sleep-

ing state no reception is made), signal to noise ratio and

the type of modulation.

2) To compute the correct interference power, there is a

track made for all the received signals which eases in

reception decision.

3) Error models are used to compute the probability of the

packets received successfully. The error ratemodel pro-

vides an additional feature as compared to OMNeT++

PHY layer, of calculating the probability of successful

receptions. The calculation of interference power helps

in reception decision. Error models confirms the prob-

ability of success and failure. PHYmodel also consults

the propagation loss models to make sure a loss free

transmission of packets.

B. OMNeT++ WiFi MODULE

OMNeT++ uses an INET framework for the TCP/IP and

the protocols related to internet. The simulation model suite

supports IPv4, IPv6, TCP, SCTP, UDP protocols, link layer

models such as (PPP, ethernet, IEEE802.11), MPLS model-

ing with RSVP-TE and LDP signaling. The network interface

card (NIC) used in OMNeT++ is configurable with several

interfaces that are listed below:

1) Ieee80211Nic: a generic and configurable network

interface card.

2) Ieee80211NicAdhoc: used for the ad-hoc mode.

3) Ieee80211NicAP: used for the access point functional-

ities.

4) Ieee80211NicSTA: used for the infrastructure mode

with AP.

The IEEE 802.11 network interface card (NIC) is used as

a WiFi Module in OMNeT++ [49] and has four submodules

which are connection, management, MAC and PHY layer as

shown in Fig. 6b. The connection layer issues instruction to

management layer to perform channel scanning, beaconing

and probe request/response. The results of these instructions

are returned back to the Ieee80211AgentSta module. The

dynamic behavior of the nodes can be changed by modify-

ing or replacing the Ieee80211AgentSta module for example

while implementing different handover strategies. The man-

agement layer having Ieee80211MgmtSta module is used to

exchange management frames via MAC with entities such

as nodes and APs. This layer is also responsible to switch

channels periodically during scanning and gathers the infor-

mation from the received probes and beacons. MAC layer has

Ieee80211Mac submodule which is responsible to transmit

and receive frames through interface TX and interface RX

respectively, following the rules specified by CSMA/CA pro-

tocol. In OMNeT++ the MAC has built in policies such as

ACK policy, RTS/CTS policy, TXOP policy, fragmentation

policy, DCF policy, HCF policy and statistics policy. The

physical layer has the Ieee80211Radio submodule which

deals with the modeling of transmission and reception of

frames and as there are no error rate model algorithms, so to

determine whether the frames are received correctly, factors

such as bit errors due to low signal powers or interference

in radio channel are considered. Energy consumption is also

modeled in this layer.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This section provides the detailed information of the simula-

tion setup and the testbed setup.

A. SIMULATION SETUP

NS-3-dev (ns-3.26) and OMNeT++ 5.4.1 along with INET

framework version of 4.1.0 is used for the simulations. Net-

work modes such as infrastructure mode and ad-hoc modes

are considered in this study so that a detailed comparison

can be made between the mathematical model of IEEE

802.11 DCF networks and the simulation results. The infras-

tructure and ad-hoc mode are shown in Fig. 7. In the ad-hoc

mode each nodes act as a receiver and a transmitter where

as in infrastructure mode the nodes get the access to the

network through an AP by following beacon transmission,

active scanning and authentication.

FIGURE 7. Ad-hoc mode and infrastructure mode.

The mathematical model focuses on the packet payload

transmission ignoring the association effects of infrastruc-

ture mode, hence it is expected that the mathematical model

will show closer results to the ad-hoc mode. In the ad-hoc

mode each node sends and receives a packet at a data rate

of 54 Mbps from the neighboring nodes and the number of

nodes is increased from 5 to 50 with an increment of 5 nodes

each time. The total throughput D̂ is the sum of the data rate

of each nodes.

In the simulation experiments we choose the AdhocWiFi-

Mac and ApWiFiMac in NS-3 as mac layer for ad-hoc

and infrastructure mode respectively. In OMNeT++ we use

Ieee80211NicAdhoc and Ieee80211NicSTA as the mac layer

for ad-hoc and infrastructure mode respectively. The physical
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layer and the default WiFi channel are utilized from YANS

model [50]. IEEE 802.11 ‘‘a’’ standard is considered in the

simulation setup with the basic data rates of 6 to 9, 12, 18, 24,

36, 48 and 54 Mbps. The nodes are separated by a minimum

distance of 0.001m. The time for data packet generation is set

to 200µs. The system parameters are summarized in Table 5.

Finally, all our experiments are performed on a HP PC, a core

i7 2.4 GHz CPU and 16 GB of RAM.

TABLE 5. System Parameter Settings [5].

B. TESTBED SETUP

A real world testbed is constructed to perform identical exper-

iments such as in NS-3 and OMNeT++, with multiple nodes

and one AP as shown in Fig. 8. The testbed validates the Dai’s

model [1] and the simulation results for the infrastructure

mode, where the throughput is measured against the initial

backoff window sizeW for different number of nodes n.

FIGURE 8. Testbed setup.

The testbed built is Linux-3.2.71 kernel based with

mac80211 driver support. NETGEAR WNDA3200 USB

wireless cards based on the Atheros AR9002U-2NX chipsets,

are used as wireless nodes. AR9002U-2NX chipsets use the

Ath9k drivers. The iw [51] configure tool is used to communi-

cate to mac80211 module. The protocol drift between the iw

and the Ath9k driver is depicted in Fig. 9. The configuration

of APIs for the IEEE 802.11 network devices is provided

by the cfg80211 module. The nl80211 module acts as an

interface bridge between iw and cfg80211 module. The con-

figuration details of cfg80211 is provided by nl80211. The

iw source file nl80211.h, contains the nl80211_commands

FIGURE 9. The protocol drift between Ath9k driver and iw.

among which the utility NL80211_CMD_SET_WIPHY ,

allows to the change the DCF parameters. The iw employs a

nl80211_txq_attrstruct where the window sizes are defined.

The window sizes are changed by adding an extension to the

iw tool. This extension handle_txq() is appended to the source

file phy.c to modify nl80211_txq_attr .

AWiFi network with no encryption is created with the help

of hostapd [52]. Hostapd.conf file in the AP serve as a plat-

form to configure the network configuration such as channel

parameters and SSID. Ubuntu 14.04 using a USB hub allows

multiple USB wireless cards to act as a node, these wireless

cards are configured with unique IP addresses, which serve

as multiple WiFi nodes in the testbed network. To connect

to the network, the nodes use the extended tool iw created by

the hostapd. These distributed nodes are controlled efficiently

by a controlling host in the testbed with the help of a tool

called ClusterSSH. The nodes are considered as stationary

so the transmission rate and RSSI values are constant for

each node. Throughput is measured using iPerf. The testbed

topology is shown in Fig. 10 where the wireless stations are

connected to the AP. The testbed is developed as a test run

to measure the throughput against the initial backoff window

size W , for a large number of nodes, by using the command

iwdevwlanXsettxqW .

FIGURE 10. Testbed topology.
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VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section presents the simulation and testbed results for

DCF experiments, RTS threshold, and performance compari-

son ofNS-3 andOMNeT++ in terms of computational times,

memory usage and CPU utilization.

A. DCF EXPERIMENTS

In this section we report the list of DCF experiments per-

formed on both the simulators and the testbed to see the com-

parison between Dai’s theoretical model and the simulation

results achieved by WiFi modules of both the simulators and

the testbed. Results are obtained by varying the aggregate

traffic input rate λ̂, number of nodes n, window size W and

the cutoff phase K . Multiple simulation runs are made in

each simulator and the mean output value is considered for

performance evaluation.

1) NETWORK PERFORMANCE AGAINST TRAFFIC:

UNSATURATED TO SATURATED

In both the simulators the network state is shifted from unsat-

urated to saturated by increasing the overall input rate λ̂ = nλ

where λ is the probability of generating a new packet every

τT time slots.

FIGURE 11. Throughput D̂ against the aggregate input rate λ̂ in IEEE
802.11 DCF network with basic access mechanism. PL = 1023 bytes.
n = 50. W = 16. K = 6. RD = 54 Mbps. RB = 6 Mbps.

Increasing the input rate λ̂ gradually increases the total

throughput D̂ and eventually the network becomes saturated

as shown in Fig. 11. NS-3 exhibits a slightly close behav-

ior to the mathematical model as compared to OMNeT++

simulator. When each node has a low λ value the network

is unsaturated, which means that each HOL packet can be

transmitted successfully. As λ̂ increases the network becomes

saturated as each node still has a packet to transmit, at this

point the D̂ remains constant as λ̂ increases and is decided by

system backoff parameters.

2) THROUGHPUT AGAINST KEY SYSTEM PARAMETERS

By looking at Eq. 3 and 5 the total throughput D̂ of a saturated

IEEE 802.11 DCF network depends upon the cutoff phase K ,

the initial backoff window sizeW and number of contending

nodes n.

The first comparison for the throughput D̂ is made against

the number of nodes n as shown in Fig. 12. The simulation

results show a close behavior to the theoretical results except

when the value of n is equal or less than 5. The reason for this

is that D̂ in the mathematical model is determined by the suc-

cessful transmission of HOL packets p, where p is obtained

under an assumption that n is sufficiently large. Therefore

the theoretical network throughput rate may deviate from the

simulation results when n < 5.

FIGURE 12. Throughput D̂ against the number of nodes n in a saturated
IEEE 802.11 DCF network with basic access mechanism. PL = 1023 bytes.
W = 16. K = 6. RD = 54 Mbps. RB = 6 Mbps.

The next comparison made is between the throughput D̂

and the initial backoff window size W in an infrastructure

mode as shown in Fig. 13a. This experiment is done twice

by changing the number of nodes n. In the first experiment

n is kept as 9 and the normalized throughput is taken as

the performance metric shown in red color. The normalized

throughput is calculated by the mathematical formula given

as
X−µ

α
, where X is the data set, µ is the mean value and

α is the standard deviation. By observing the curves for the

normalized throughput, we see a similar trend in throughput

variation for the Dai’s model, simulators and the testbed. For

n = 9 and W = 32 a maximum normalized throughput is

obtained for the testbed, simulators and the model.

Due to the complexity of making a testbed a very few stud-

ies have reported the prototype testbed implementation with

number of nodes more than 15 in the literature. We created a

low-cost testbed by utilizing USB WiFi cards that helped us

in creating a large number of nodes such as 36.

In the second experiment, the nodes are increased from

9 to 36. We compare the theoretical and simulation results

to the testbed results and notice a sufficient performance

gap. The performance gap is a result of an uncontrolled

environment for testbed where the physical medium has inter-

ference from external sources and the distance between nodes

and AP cause fading. NS-3 simulation results however show

more accuracy in comparison to OMNeT++ and testbed

results when compared to theoretical results. In the start when

W increases the nodes attain a larger window size hence
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FIGURE 13. Throughput D̂ against the backoff parameters. (a) D̂ against the initial backoff window size W in IEEE 802.11 DCF network with basic

access mechanism in infrastructure mode. n = 9 and 36. PL = 1023. RD = 54 Mbps. RB = 6 Mbps. (b) D̂ against the cutoff phase K in a saturated IEEE
802.11 DCF network with basic access mechanism. n = 50. PL = 1023. RD = 54 Mbps. RB = 6 Mbps.

avoiding collisions resulting in higher throughputs. When

W continue to increase the nodes backoff duration increase

keeping the channel idle for longer time hence decreasing

the throughput. We hope to validate Dai’s model [1] and

the simulation results, considering the remaining key system

parameters through a testbed in the near future and have a

deeper investigation about the factors impacting the testbed

performance.

As shown in Fig. 13b the increase in the cutoff phase K ,

increases the throughput D̂ monotonically. The simulator

results exhibit a close behavior to that of the theoretical

analysis. When K increases the maximum backoff window

size increases allowing the nodes to choose different window

sizes hence avoiding collisions resulting in higher throughput

due to less collisions.

3) BASIC VS. RTS/CTS ACCESS MODES

The DCF protocol comes with two access modes, one is the

basic access mechanism and other is the optional RTS/CTS

mechanism as explained in detail earlier in section V-A. Here

we will shed some light on the basic differences of two

access modes and evaluate the network performance in each

of them. Basic access is a two-way handshake where the node

transmits the packets after waiting a DIFS duration if it senses

the channel idle, otherwise it starts the backoff process by

choosing the backoff window size. If the node receives the

ACK frame it means the packet is transmitted successfully,

if no ACK frame is received within the ACK time-out period

then the backoff process is started by node.

RTS/CTS is a four way handshake where the node first

sends the RTS frame to reserve the channel. After the RTS

frame is successfully received by the destination, it will send

a CTS frame to all nodes so that the other nodes pause their

transmission until the current transmission is over. The packet

transmission then takes places which is confirmed by the

ACK frame otherwise the nodes starts the backoff process

after the CTS time-out period.

The variation of the throughput D̂with the packet loads PL

is depicted for both modes in Fig. 14. The data rate is set to

54 Mbps and 24 Mbps. By looking at Fig. 14 we observe that

the throughput performance for data rate RD = 54 Mbps is

superior than the data rate RD = 24Mbps for higher values of

packet payloads. The NS-3 simulation results closely follow

the mathematical analysis trend which is a good indication

that Dai’s model can be served as a trustworthy model to

validate the WiFi MAC layer in both NS-3 and OMNeT++.

FIGURE 14. Throughput D̂ against the packet payload PL in a saturated
IEEE 802.11 DCF network with basic access and RTS/CTS. n = 50. W = 16.
K = 6. RB = 6 Mbps.

4) AD-HOC VS INFRASTRUCTURE

An ad-hoc network consists of devices that communicate to

each other directly with a decentralized architecture. Each

node is a transceiver, as it receives the packets and also

transmits them to receiving nodes. In an infrastructure mode,
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the nodes communicate with each other by first connect-

ing to an AP making the network architecture centralized.

As opposed to the ad-hocmode the infrastructuremode has an

additional channel activity because of the association which

comprises of active scanning, beacon transmission etc.

Fig. 15 depicts the effect of association in infrastructure

mode on the overall throughput performance. In the compar-

ison made between the throughput D̂ and number of nodes n

for ad-hoc and infrastructuremode, we can see that the overall

throughput achieved for infrastructure mode is slightly less

than that of an ad-hoc mode due to the supplementary asso-

ciation activity in the infrastructure mode. The difference can

be observed in both the simulator results, where NS-3 exhibit

simulation results, that are slightly closer to the mathematical

model.

FIGURE 15. Throughput D̂ against the number of nodes n in a saturated
IEEE 802.11 DCF network with basic access in ad-hoc and infrastructure
mode. PL = 1023 bytes. n = 50. W = 16. K = 6. RD = 54 Mbps.

B. RTS THRESHOLD PERFORMANCE

In this section we optimize the explicit expression of

RTS threshold RT ∗ obtained in Eq.11 by using NS-3 and

OMNeT++. The analysis done for RT ∗ in section V-B is

verified and the performance comparison of RT ∗ is made for

standard vs the optimal setting.

1) NETWORK THROUGHPUT

The variation of the throughput against the packet length is

shown in Fig.16. It can be deduced that when the data rate is

higher, i.e., 54Mbps as compared to the data rate of 24Mbps,

the RTS threshold RT ∗ is large. The previous analysis done

in section V-B for RT ∗ against data rate and basic rate is

verified, which confirms that as the data rates increase the

RT ∗ also increase and vice versa for RB. In case of basic rate

as shown in Fig. 16b, we can observe that for the basic rate of

6 Mbps the RT ∗ is higher as compared to basic date rates of

54 Mbps. This confirms the previous analysis that when the

RB increases the RT ∗ should decrease.

Furthermore, by looking at Fig. 16, it is observed that when

the PL is smaller than the RT ∗, the throughput achieved by

RTS/CTS mechanism is lower than that of the basic access.

The throughput eventually increases when PL gets higher

than RT ∗, such that PL > RT ∗. In Fig. 16a with a basic

rate RB = 6 Mbps, the RT ∗ for RD = 54 Mbps and

24 Mbps can be obtained from Eq. 11 as 1419 and 611

respectively, which are certified by simulation results shown

in Fig. 16. The consistency of the analysis and the simulation

results guarantee an accurate switching between RTS/CTS

mechanism and basic access in order to achieve the optimal

throughput.

The variation of the throughput D̂ in an IEEE

802.11 WLAN with RTS/CTS and basic access mode is

shown in Fig. 17 where the packet length PL is equal to RT ∗.

It can be concluded that when the PL = RT ∗, no matter

which access mode, either the basic access or RTS/CTS the

network utilizes, the network throughput D̂ remains identical

regardless of the variation in data rates RD or network size

n as seen in Fig.17a and Fig. 17b. A good match can be

seen between the analysis and the simulators verifying the

accuracy of the analysis made on optimal RTS threshold RT ∗,

where NS-3 shows more accuracy towards the mathematical

model.

2) OPTIMAL SETTING VS STANDARD SETTING

We compare the gain in the throughput of the IEEE

802.11 WLAN in optimal setting to that of the standard

setting for RTS threshold RT ∗. In the standard setting the

RT ∗ is fixed at 2347 bytes which means that the network will

only operate in the RTS/CTS mechanism when PL exceeds

2347 bytes. For n = 20 as shown in Fig. 18, when packet

length PL > RT ∗ = 2091 bytes, the network switches

to RTS/CTS mechanism with optimal setting. The optimal

setting guarantees higher throughput rate in the RTS/CTS

access mode. Fig. 18a shows that when the packet length PL

is in the range between 2091 < PL < 2347, the network

achieves higher throughput with optimal setting. The gain

in the throughput is further enhanced when the size of the

network grows such as n = 50. Fig. 18b shows that when n

grows to 50, a higher throughput is achieved in the network

with the optimal setting of RTS threshold RT ∗ as compared

to the standard setting for a wider range of PL, i.e., 1419 <

PL < 2347 bytes. Hence it is deduced that the adaptive

optimal tuning of the RTS threshold in a large size IEEE

802.11 WLAN can lead to considerable gain in throughput

performance. The performance of the NS-3 in the optimal

tuning of RTS for n = 20 and n = 50 is more close to

the mathematical model making it more suitable for the large

scale simulations and optimization techniques.

C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF NS-3 AND

OMNeT++

This section focuses on an important question for validation

process: ‘‘Have you chosen the right environment for your

simulation model’’? To answer this question we compared

the performance of both the simulators for different number

of nodes during the validation of IEEE 802.11 DCF network,
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FIGURE 16. Throughput D̂ against the packet payload PL in a saturated IEEE 802.11 DCF network with basic access and RTS/CTS mechanism. n = 50.
W = 16. K = 6. (a) RB = 6 Mbps. (b) RD = 54 Mbps.

FIGURE 17. Throughput D̂ against the number of nodes n and data rate RD in a saturated IEEE 802.11 DCF network with basic access mechanism and

RTS/CTS mechanism. W = 16. K = 6. RB = 6 Mbps. PL = RT ∗. (a) Throughput D̂ against the number of nodes n. RD = 54 Mbps. (b) Throughput D̂
against the data rate RD. n = 50.

TABLE 6. Performance comparison of NS-3 and OMNeT++.

in terms of computational times, memory usage and CPU uti-

lization as shown in Table 6. Computational time or running

time is the time consumed by each of the simulator to show

the output, the memory usage is the percentage of the random

accessmemory utilizedwhile performing simulation runs and

CPU utilization corresponds to the work handled by the CPU

during the simulations.

Htop, a text mode application and process reviewer, is uti-

lized to measure the CPU and memory performance for

NS-3 and OMNeT++. When the number of nodes are

increased from 5 to 50, OMNeT++ shows the highest com-

putational time, making it is less scalable as compared to

NS-3. A linear increase in the memory usage of both the

simulators is observed while increasing the number of nodes,
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FIGURE 18. Throughput D̂ against the packet payload PL in a saturated IEEE 802.11 DCF network with basic access mechanism and RTS/CTS
mechanism. W = 16. K = 6. RD = 54 Mbps. RB = 6 Mbps. Optimal setting: RT = RT ∗. Standard setting: RT = 2347 bytes. (a) n = 20. (b) n = 50.

TABLE 7. Architectural efficiency of NS-3 and OMNeT++.

where NS-3 performed efficiently. NS-3 shows a good CPU

utilization response as the number of nodes increase. The

CPU utilization response is analyzed while other applications

ran in parallel, as the simulations took longer time to execute.

Despite of being new and under development, NS-3 out-

performed OMNeT++ by showing a quick computational

response, less memory usage and a way less CPU utilization

for the same number of nodes used in OMNeT++.

While performing the IEEE 802.11 DCF simulations and

optimal RTS threshold optimization, we rated the architec-

tural efficiency of both the simulators by introducing some

quality factors as shown in Table 7. These quality factors are

defined as follows:

• Debugging support: defines the ease by which the sim-

ulator allowed us to find and demonstrate bugs.

• Compatibility support: defines the degree of extent to

which an old application can be reused in a new appli-

cation.

• Integration support: refers to the ability to make individ-

ual developed components to work together without any

errors.

• Flexibility support: defines the degree of adaptability

by which the simulator can support the new possible

extensions.

• Modular complexity: defines the difficulties involved

between the interaction of modular components in the

simulator.

OMNeT++ uses a well-established modular architecture

with different user interfaces such as CMDENV , TKENV

and TVENV , which reduces its modular complexity. Separate

library files such as libsim_std .a, libenvir .a, etc., help in the

segregation of components allowing them to be called from

a separate source directory. This enhances the compatibility

support in OMNeT++. In general both the simulators are

flexible to handle, allowing the user to make customizations

as per their requirements.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we have performed a comparative simulation

study of the unified IEEE 802.11 DCF analytical model [1]

against the IEEE 802.11 MAC simulation model in NS-3 and

OMNeT++ and addressed an open issue of how to achieve

the optimal throughput performance in IEEE 802.11 DCF

networks by accurately switching between the basic access

and RTS/CTS mechanism. A Linux based testbed is also

setup to see the performance of window sizes against the

throughput for different number of nodes, which validates

the analysis and simulation results. The optimization analysis

of RTS threshold show that with the standard setting it is

difficult for the network to activate the RTS/CTS mechanism

which incurs rate loss. An explicit expression of RTS thresh-

old is achieved in the study, which is adaptively tuned in

NS-3 and OMNeT++ against the basic rate and data rate,

number of nodes and backoff parameters such as cutoff phase

and window size. Considering the implementation regarding

the practical design, the AP can easily calculate the RTS

threshold and decides the most suitable access mode for the

network.

The study reveals that 1) NS-3 shows close trends to

the theoretical analysis with improved computational times,
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memory usage and CPU utilization rates as compared to

OMNeT++; 2) Dai’s model is a simple but a powerful

tool for the performance evaluation of homogeneous IEEE

802.11 networks; 3) the RTS threshold analysis and its opti-

mal tuning in NS-3 and OMNeT++ focus on an important

aspect of network design for IEEE 802.11 DCF networks.

We hope to validate the remaining simulation experiments

apart from throughput vs window sizes for multiple nodes

with recent and commercial IEEE 802.11 standards, through

the testbed in near future.
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